Introduction
We here study the nonlinear eigenvalue problem A x + F(x) = \x (1.1)
where A : R _ R is self adjoint and linear and F(-) is the gradient of a potential Y ; i.e.
F (x) -V x Y(x) . (1.2)
It is well known that the nontrivial solutions of (1.1) of fixed 2 amplitude r (i.e. x«x = r ) are the critical points of 1 2 0(x) = -A x-x + y(x) on x-x = r . Moreover, if y is such a critical point, then the eigenvalue X(y) is given by us It is no loss in generality to assume that Our interest is in showing that if appropriate conditions are met, then the nontrivial solutions of (1.1) (eigenvectors of A + F) may be parameterized smoothly by r.
We also obtain results about the maximal extension of a given branch of eigenvectors. 
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For our purposes we will want two numbers 0 < e, < e < 1 such that *or equivalently n j +( " ) (l,€) s j v | ||vj| 2 = 1 , ||v ^ e } f < is defined by
The number R. is characterized as the first r > 0 such that the quadratic form B(rv.(r); u.u) has zero as a critical value on thẽ J ~ ũ nit sphere V(v.(r)>. For all r < R"t the quadratic has j-1 positive and n-j negative critical values on the unit + sphere V(v.(r)) .
The following example shows that Theorems 1 and 2 are the best that may be expected. For -y5 -1 < r < 1 the points 9, e (0,rt. ) and 9 e (3Tt,_,2rt)
* For any <a
correspond to relative minima of T] and the character of the points and if (3.7) holds, then the operator P = diag (P 1 ,P 2 ,...,P n )
is invertible and
We now observe that for r < r and (v ,v ,...,v ) satisfying (3.7)
S T 2 ) 1/2 < -^4-' (3.12) To obtain the limiting relation (3.4) we simply make use of the estimate (3.12).
To establish theorem 2 it again suffices to work with a particular branch of critical points of 0 . We shall extend the branch 
